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From the Manager

Obituaries

Welcome to a milestone Barrow Hill
Newsletter…

Arthur Green was a long time member of
Barrow Hill and provided many photographs for
our publicity which he had taken in the 50’s and
60’s. He passed away on 21st March 2016 and
our condolences go to his family.

…the 50th! And how very appropriate that
it is a milestone Newsletter as 2016 has
already proved to be a very special year
indeed.

Ray Towell was the Curator of Operations
at the National Railway Museum and he brought
many NRM locomotives to Barrow Hill events.
He became a good friend of the Roundhouse
and a great friend of mine. Our thoughts go to
his family. He will be sadly missed.

In February of this year it was 25 years
since the Roundhouse closed to British
Rail and 27 years since I started the project
to save it. We have come a long way since
then and to celebrate that anniversary and
the fact that in that time we have produced
fifty newsletters, we intend to make this
Newsletter a celebratory edition!

Mervyn Allcock – April 2016
Designed and printed by
design

Tel: 01777 860579

print

web

And that celebration can start with the
announcement of some fantastic news.
After a huge amount of work and effort
from a small team here at the Roundhouse,
the Heritage Lottery Fund has awarded
us £1,170,000 to repair the fabric of the
building, build a new reception, kitchen and
meeting area and interpret the building and
the Roundhouse’s history and its story. The
repairs are much needed and the reception
and cafe will be an invaluable addition.
However, I must stress that we will retain
the authentic atmosphere of the building
that makes us so popular with visitors and
volunteers alike. It is a fantastic step forward
and is explained in more detail later in this
Newsletter.

– and then the work will begin on the HLF
project. We have an enormous amount of
work ahead of us but it will be worth it. We
will keep everyone informed of our plans and
progress over the next few months.

We will be holding our ever-popular Rail Ale
festival in May – this year over full three days

Mervyn Allcock
General Manager

After 27 years I am very pleased - and very
proud – of the position the Roundhouse
holds, thanks to the efforts of many people,
and the HLF funds will ensure the security of
that standing and move us forward again.
I have said this many times before and I make
no excuse for saying it again.......I would like
to give a heartfelt and very big thank you
to everyone who has played a part in our
success - here’s to you all and here’s to the
future. Cheers!

signs

www.burgessdesignandprint.com
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chairman’s Notes
It is usual to start a 50th
celebration by looking back, and
Barrow Hill has plenty of things
to look back on with pride and
celebration. However there will
be lots of that in this edition,
and I want to look forward.

make the shop a more attractive place for
visitors to spend money and provide more
space for us to work on our collection of
artefacts, documents and photographs. The
existing eating area will be made a more
comfortable space but its character will be
maintained, together with its coal fire!

We could not have had a better way to
celebrate this edition than by reporting
that our Heritage Lottery Fund application
has been successful and we have been
awarded a grant of £1,107,600. To this
we can add our contributions in cash and
kind and the donations which we hope to
achieve, giving a grand total of £1,393,244

The main Roundhouse area will be largely
untouched, although we will provide more
information on the locos that are there,
probably by means of a traditional chalk
board. We will refurbish the engineering
workshop and its equipment and hope to
set up some training for engineering work.
The approach to the site will be made
more visually attractive, and there will be
easier access for people with disabilities.

A lot of money, more than we ever
dreamed of back in 1991 and probably
more than even Mervyn dreamed of! What
are we going to do with it?

We also want to tell the story of Barrow
Hill. Not just the history of the work it did
and the locos that were stabled here, but
also the stories of the people who worked
in the depot and of their families and of the
community they lived in. An Interpretation
Consultant will be employed to devise new
interpretation material and equipment.

Firstly we want to deliver some tender
loving care to the Roundhouse. It was
sadly neglected during the last years of
BR’s occupation and, although the roof
was replaced in the 1990s, there is a lot
that needs to be done to make sure that it
survives for another 100 years. In particular
we need to make the building watertight.
Rain is getting in via some concrete wall
slabs that were put in when BR altered the
roof alignment. We also need to clean and
protect the roof structure and carry out
some essential re-pointing of the walls.

Two full-time employees will be recruited
for the duration of the project. One will
be a Project Manager to ensure the very
complex programme keeps to time and
budget, and the other will be an Education
& Learning Officer to devise programmes
of learning for all. We shall also need
more volunteers for all this, particularly
the education programme. This will
include assistance during school visits and
costumed guides who can show visitors
around the site. If you are interested in
helping with this, watch out for more
information.

We want to add some new facilities
that will make the site more attractive
to visitors, including a new kitchen and
eating area and some much needed toilets
at that end of the building. We shall also
refurbish the main toilet block. We want to
4

We hope to make a start on all this in June
this year and complete the whole project
by the end of 2019. Building work will
start later this year and be completed in
time for Rail Ale and a celebratory event
including the Community Play in mid 2017.

The development of this project has
involved a lot of people giving their
time and enthusiasm, and we have been
fortunate to have had a superb team of
advisors, most notably Anita Hollinshead. I
am most grateful to all of them and to the
Heritage Lottery Fund for their support
and recognition of the quality of our
proposals. It is because of all these people
that Barrow Hill can look forward to the
future with confidence.

There will obviously be disruption during
the programme and it will be necessary
to close the Roundhouse and the site
to visitors during part of the time. We
shall keep that to a minimum and will be
providing activities for volunteers during
that period. Details will be worked out
once we have architects, contractors and
a Project Manager in post. We shall keep
you all in touch with the detail via this
Newsletter and our website.

Here’s to the next 50 editions!
Mike Kennedy, Chair

One of the major concerns that some
people have is that the character of the site
will be changed. We are very concerned
to make sure it won’t! Barrow Hill will
remain a working depot. The commercial
activities are vital to our business plan and
we hope some of the new facilities will
help them, for example better conferencing
and meeting rooms. The Roundhouse itself
will also remain a working area and not
become a sterile museum, so that visitors
will still say “this place looks, feels and
smells right”.
At the end of the project we hope to have
secured the continuing future of the site
and building, to have retained all the best
bits, to have retained our existing audience
of rail enthusiasts and to have attracted an
additional audience to Barrow Hill so that
we can continue to improve the site over
the years.

The first Newsletter, printed 1998, provided
courtesy of Martyn Brailsford.
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Barrow Hill Engine Shed Society

HEADLINE NEWS
Separate pieces had been cut to shape to
make temporary sides where the ash pan
normally fits in an attempt to control the
draught on the fire. It worked rather well!

First Steaming of
Swanscombe No. 4
Andrew and his friend Brian Wells have
frequently made the long journey from
Andrew’s home in Stratford-on-Avon to
work on the loco since its arrival at the
Roundhouse in 2000. On Wednesday 16th
December 2015 the restoration project
reached an important milestone.

At 1.00pm, with an interested group
watching proceedings, the fire was lit and
away it burned. Two hours and two to
three barrows loads of wood and one of
coal later, 5psi was showing on the gauge
with water now bouncing in the gauge
glass (a good sign).

After a successful hydraulic test on
the boiler by the insurance company’s
inspector it was time to put some fire in
the boiler before it was reunited with the
loco frames. After filling up with water and
fitting a temporary steam pressure gauge
Dave Darwin had the honour of lighting up
for the first time since 1973. Preparations
for the event had been taking place for
several weeks getting plenty of fire wood
to hand ready.

More wood and coal was added and by
4.00pm the pressure had risen to 40psi.
The fire was allowed to die down by
closing the makeshift dampers and so
a first steaming in over 42 years was
successfully completed. No leaks and only
a safety valve blowing off a bit light, which
will require attention.

Notice of Annual General Meeting
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Barrow Hill Engine Shed Society will
be held at Barrow Hill Roundhouse on 15th May 2016 at 1.00pm for the following purposes:

1. Opening and welcome by the Chairman (M B Kennedy).
2. Minutes of the 2015 Annual General Meeting held on 1st March 2015.
3. To receive the company’s financial statements for the year ended 31st December 2014, including the
Trustees Report and the report of the Independent Examiner.
4. To elect trustees.The trustees retiring by rotation are Mr N Atkinson and Mr M Hawley, and being
eligible, they have indicated their willingness to be reappointed. Mr P Millington was appointed as a
trustee on 12 August 2015 and he has also indicated his willingness to be reappointed.
Also, it is intended that Mrs S Crawley and Messrs P Beardsley and R Oxborough will be appointed
as trustees at the Trustees meeting on 20th April 2016, and they have also indicated their willingness
to be reappointed.
5. Any Other Business that may be transacted at an Annual General Meeting.
Informal Business:
1. Report of the Company Secretary (M Allcock)
2. Report of the Membership Secretary (M Brailsford)
3. General discussion led by the Chairman
By Order of the Trustees
M. Allcock, Company Secretary. 16th April 2016

Members enjoying the warmth of the café
fire during the December Christmas Social
evening were reminded that the coal on
the fire, left over from the September LMS
gala and keeping them warm, came from
Kellingley colliery.

Like the mines, coal trains will soon be just
a memory apart from the imported coal
being moved from the docks at Bristol,
Immingham, Liverpool, etc.
Let us not forget the very reason for the
existence of railways was the carriage of
coal, much of it for export.

Kellingley, which once employed over 2000
people, was Britain’s last deep coal mine. It
closed on Friday 18th December 2015, the
day after the Christmas Social.
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Proxies: A member of the company entitled to attend and
vote at the Annual General Meeting may appoint a proxy
to attend, vote (not on a show of hands) and speak instead
of him or her. The form of proxy must be in accordance
with the company’s Articles of Association and deposited
at the company’s registered office at least 48 hours before
the date and time of the Annual General Meeting.

many others depended on the coal mines
for their existence and they have all closed
one by one as the mines have closed.

“Big K’s” Last Stand

Dave Darwin puts his fireman’s cap back on and teaches us young ‘uns a thing or two!.
Photo: Dale Holford

Registered Office: Barrow Hill Roundhouse
Railway Centre, Campbell Drive, Barrow Hill,
Staveley, Chesterfield, S43 2PR

The wheel has turned full circle.

Loco depots like Barrow Hill, Coalville,
Knottingley, Shirebrook, Worksop and

Dave Darwin
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Shunting for DRS as seen from the cab of a
Class 20. Photo: Dale Holford

newslines

D5814 arrives at the Roundhouse for the
A1A group to work on.
Photo: Dale Holford

On Monday 21st March 90 school children and teachers visited
the Roundhouse as part of a project they were undertaking to
follow the Barrow Hill Heritage trail and take photographs of
the buildings along the route. Photo: MikeJacob

08389 departing Barrow Hill for Cardiff
on 28th January 2016.
Photo: Dale Holford

Early in March Vossloh and Hitachi carried out
tests on the European signalling system that they
have fitted to a Class 37 locomotive.
Photo: Dale Holford
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Events update
Roundhouse Open Day
On Saturday 27th February the
Roundhouse celebrated the 25th
anniversary of its closure by
British Rail.
Entry to the Roundhouse was free but
there was a small charge for train rides.
Barrow Hill residents were able to claim
a discount on this charge if they provided
proof of residency.
Other activities included turntable
demonstrations and the Roundhouse
Archives were also opened up to
visitors. And, as reported elsewhere, the
Roundhouse Cafe and Shop did a roaring
trade selling a tasty range of hot and cold
meals and railway memorabilia.
Visitor numbers were much higher than
expected but the team at the Roundhouse
coped admirably!

After the crowds had gone home, and to
round the day off, we welcomed a special
BLS rail tour to the Roundhouse in the late
afternoon.

For more information visit www.
barrowhillheritagetrail.wordpress.com or
follow the event on Facebook - the link
can be found on our Facebook page.

Village Open Day

Rail Ale 2016

This may have happened by the time your
copy of this Newsletter drops on your
doormat! We hope you will be aware of
it anyway thanks to our website and social
media updates. The Roundhouse is delighted
to be taking part in the celebrations of the
Barrow Hill Village Open Day and launch of
the Barrow Hill village trail on Saturday 9th
April.

Tickets are selling fast for Rail Ale 2016
which promises to be even bigger and
better than previous years as we celebrate
the 15th birthday of the most atmospheric
beer festival in the country.

The Barrow Hill Heritage Trail will
be officially launched by the Mayor of
Chesterfield, Councillor Barry Bingham, at
Barrow Hill Memorial Club at 10.30am.
Other village venues including the Memorial
Club, the Methodist Church, St Andrew’s
Parish Church and Chesterfield Canal
Trust will also be a part of this celebration.

Taken during the Roundhouse Open Day on
27th February. Diesel shunter super power D2853/03066/08924
at one end, Peckett at the other, when the 03 and 08 were added after 2pm.
Photo: Nigel Atkinson
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We are still looking for volunteers to
help on the three days of the Festival and
also with set up from Sunday 15th May
and take down on Sunday 22nd May. You
do not have to have any experience of
working behind a bar nor do you need to
be a CAMRA member to volunteer. We
are also looking for people with relevant
experience to act as bar managers. In
return for your time you will receive:

Rail Ale 2016 will take place on Thursday
19th, Friday 20th and Saturday 21st May
from 12 noon to 11pm on all three days.
Please note that there will no steam train
rides or live music during the Thursday
session. Under 18s may attend the Festival
during the day but must leave the event by
5pm on each day.

• Transport for those working the
morning shift on each day if required.
• A unique Rail Ale Festival staff t-shirt.
• A beer allowance!

Ticket prices are:

• Free entry on the days not worked.

Thursday

Advance
£4.00
On the day £5.00

• Food vouchers for those working a five
hour shift or two consecutive shifts.

Friday

Advance
£6.50
On the day £8.00

• Transport home for those working the
last shift on each day.

Saturday

Advance
£6.50
On the day £8.00

• Lunch and beer on take down on 22nd
May.

You can buy tickets now from www.
seetickets.com* – follow the links on the
Barrow Hill and Rail Ale Festival websites
– and also from local outlets including
Chesterfield Tourist Information Centre.
The full list of local outlets can be found
on the Rail Ale website www.railalefestival.
com along with lots of other useful
information about the event, including the
musical line ups on Friday and Saturday and
those all-important bus timetables.
*A booking fee applies.

If you would like to be part of Rail Ale
2016 please email the Rail Ale Volunteer
Co-ordinator Mark Burgess at volunteer@
railalefestival.com.
Don’t forget that detailed and upto-date information on Rail Ale
2016 and also our ever popular
Members Evenings can be found
on the Barrow Hill website and on
our Facebook and Twitter pages
as they draw closer.
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Diesels, Electrics and Gas Turbine Locos
Mervyn has provided this fascinating list of ex-BR/current operators’ locos that have visited the
site since it re-opened in 1998. Having ‘done’ steam in the Newsletter for many issues, this lengthy
list of diesels and electrics (and a gas turbine too of course) now gives us the full picture of a VERY
busy depot! The list is as of 23rd March 2016.
Class 02 (2)
02 003 (D2853)
D2868
Class 03 (3)
03 066
03 094
03 170
Class 04 (2)
D2302
D2324
Class 05 (1)
D2587
Class 06 (1)
06 003
Class 07 (4)
07 001
07 005
07 012
07 013
Class 08 (39)
D3000
08 133
08 216
08 389
08 390
08 492
08 502
08 507
08 517
08 527
08 530
08 613
08 630
08 634
08 665

08 668
08 676
08 685
08 695
08 700
08 707
08 746
08 765
08 786
08 809
08 818
08 824 (IEMD01)
08 827
08 829
08 834
08 868
08 869
08 877 (Wigan 1)
08 892
08 924
08 928
08 936
08 943 (D4173-Pet 2)

08 948
Class 09 (2)
09 012
09 019
Class 10 (1)
D4092
Class 11 (1)
12 082
Class 14 (3)
D9500
D9520
D9525
Class 17 (1)
D8568

Class 20 (43)
20 001 (D8001)
20 020 (D8020)
20 048 (D8048)
20 050 (D8000)
20 056
20 057
20 066 (Corus 82)
20 073
20 087
20 092
20 094
20 096
20 105
20 107
20 118
20 119
20 121
20 132
20 135
20 138
20 142
20 168
20 189
20 227
20 228
20 301
20 302
20 303
20 304
20 305
20 306
20 308
20 309
20 310
20 311
20 312
20 314
20 315
20 901
20 902
20 904
20 905
20 906
12

Class 23 (1)
D5910 (37 372)
Class 24 (1)
D5054
Class 25 (1)
25 067
Class 26 (1)
26 007
26 011
Class 27 (1)
27 054 (D5410)
27 066
Class 31 (27)
31 105
31 106
31 107
31 108
31 110
31 128
31 147
31 162
31 190
31 233
31 271
31 285
31 407
31 411
31 412
31 414
31 415
31 417
31 433
31 452
31 454
31 459
31 460
31 468
31 524
31 601
31 602

Class 33 (17)
33 002
33 008 (D6508)
33 012 (D6515)
33 021
33 023
33 025
33 029
33 035
33 053
33 057
33 103
33 108
33 111
33 201 (D6586)
33 202
33 205
33 207
Class 35 (1)
D7076
Class 37 (87)
37 010
37 029
37 037
37 038
37 057 (D6757)
37 059
37 063
37 069
37 072
37 079
37 087
37 088
37 095
37 100 (97 301)
37 109
37 111
37 116
37 131
37 141
37 142

into Barrow Hill since 1998
37 153
37 170 (97 302)
37 175
37 178 (97 303)
37 188
37 194
37 197
37 201
37 207
37 214
37 217 (97 304)
37 218
37 219
37 227
37 229
37 242
37 254
37 259
37 261
37 275
37 324 (37 099)
37 331
37 341 (37 015)
37 350 (D6700)
37 401
37 402
37 405
37 409
37 412
37 419
37 421
37 422
37 423
37 425
37 503
37 510
37 515
37 516
37 518
37 521
37 601
37 602
37 603
37 604
37 605
37 606
37 607

37 608
37 609
37 610
37 611
37 612
37 667
37 668
37 669
37 670
37 672
37 682
37 683
37 685
37 688
37 703
37 706
37 714
37 800
37 884
37 901
Class 40 (5)
40 012 (D212)
40 013 (D213)
40 122 (D200)
40 135
40 145
Class 42 (1)
D832
Class 43 (6)
43 044
43 046
43 047
43 049
43 050
43 076
Class 44 (1)
44 004 (D4)
Class 45 (4)
45 060
45 105
45 112
45 133

Class 46 (1)
46 035
Class 47 (67)
47 053
47 145
47 150
47 197
47 229
47 237
47 245
47 270
47 279
47 285
47 289
47 292
47 298
47 355
47 375
47 488
47 501
47 575
47 580
47 596
47 628
47 635
47 701
47 703
47 707
47 709
47 710
47 712
47 716
47 717
47 726
47 734
47 739
47 744
47 749
47 760
47 765
47 769
47 780
47 782
47 786
47 787
47 790
47 791
13

47 798
47 802
47 804
47 805
47 810
47 811
47 812 (D1916)
47 813
47 815
47 816
47 818
47 826
47 828
47 830
47 832
47 839
47 841
47 843
47 847
47 848
47 851
47 853
47 854
Class 50 (9)
50 002
50 007
50 008
50 023
50 026
50 031 (D431)
50 044 (D444)
50 049 (D449)
50 050
Class 52 (2)
D1015
D1023
Class 55 (7)
DELTIC
55 002
55 009 (D9009)
55 015
55 016 (D9016)
55 019
55 022 (D9000)

Class 56 (16)
56 006
56 040
56 061
56 081
56 087
56 097
56 098
56 100
56 101
56 104
56 113 (56 302)
56 117
56 125 (56 303)
56 301
56 311
56 312
Class 57 (19)
57 001
57 002
57 003
57 004
57 005
57 006
57 007
57 008
57 009
57 010
57 011
57 012
57 304
57 312
57 313
57 314
57 315
57 316
57 601
Class 58 (4)
58 001
58 016
58 042
58 045

Locos into Barrow Hill since 1998 continued...
Class 60 (5)
60 002
60 074
60 087
60 092
60 095
Class 66 (121)
66 001
66 002
66 006
66 008
66 011
66 017
66 024
66 029
66 058
66 061
66 071
66 076
66 084
66 088
66 090
66 091
66 104
66 109
66 125
66 147
66 158
66 172
66 175
66 196
66 201
66 203
66 220
66 236
66 250
66 305
66 404
66 414
66 422
66 425
66 426
66 427
66 428
66 429

66 432
66 433
66 434
66 501
66 507
66 508
66 509
66 519
66 520
66 523
66 524
66 525
66 528
66 529
66 530
66 535
66 540
66 544
66 546
66 550
66 552
66 557
66 561
66 566
66 572
66 585
66 593
66 594
66 601
66 602
66 603
66 613
66 618
66 621
66 624
66 625
66 702
66 703
66 704
66 705
66 706
66 708
66 709
66 710
66 711
66 712

66 713
66 714
66 715
66 717
66 718
66 719
66 720
66 722
66 723
66 724
66 725
66 726
66 727
66 728
66 729
66 735
66 738
66 739
66 740
66 741
66 753
66 754
66 757
66 758
66 759
66 760
66 761
66 762
66 763
66 764
66 765
66 841
66 842
66 848
66 849
66 955
66 957
Class 67 (26)
67 001
67 002
67 003
67 005
67 006
67 008
67 011

67 012
67 013
67 014
67 015
67 016
67 017
67 018
67 019
67 020
67 021
67 022
67 023
67 024
67 025
67 026
67 027
67 028
67 029
67 030
Class 68 (3)
68 001
68 003
68 016

73 213
73 966 (73 005)
73 969 (73 105)
Class 77 (1)
E27000
Class 81 (1)
81 002
Class 82 (1)
82 008
Class 83 (1)
83 012 (E3035)
Class 84 (1)
84 001
Class 85 (1)
85 006 (85 101)

Class 70 (4)
70 005
70 008
70 010
70 011

Class 86 (1)
86 210 (86 902)
86 213
86 228 (Floyds 91 55 0450 007-4)
86 242 (Floyds 91 55 0450 008-2)
86 253 (86 901)
86 701
86 702

Class 71 (1)
E5001

Class 87 (1)
87 101

Class 73 (14)
73 104
73 117
73 119
73 134
73 136
73 138
73 139
73 204
73 205
73 209
73 212

Class 89 (1)
89 001
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DELTIC PRESERVATION SOCIETY UPDATE
At the end of my last update
the locos had just arrived at the
Severn Valley Railway (SVR) in
May 2015.

The loco performed faultlessly with the
heavy load of stock plus a dead Class 67 on
the rear.
With the planned June tour with A1 60163
Tornado cancelled, returning the loco north
to operate the Pathfinder Tours trip from
Derby to Kingswear on 4th July became a
bit of a problem. Eventually a light engine
movement to Toton was arranged for 3rd
July with the loco moving to Derby in
the early hours of the 4th with the tour
departing at 06:45.

55019 Royal Highland Fusilier remained
there for a second season operating
several days on the diesel diagram, the
three day diesel gala in October and a very
successful series of Footplate Experience
Days. The only problem encountered
during the season was a knocking noise
coming from the blower on one of
the units whilst working on the August
Bank Holiday. This unit was stopped as
a precaution pending repairs during the
upcoming winter maintenance.

This was another very successful trip for
No. 9 apart from a minor problem with
one of the power units’ temperature
gauges causing the unit to shut down.
This was soon sorted by our on-board
engineers. The loco came off the tour
near Saltley as planned for operational
reasons on the return and ran light engine
to Bescot for stabling. The loco then made
its way to London on 6th July ready to
work the northbound leg of the A1 Steam

Meanwhile D9009 Alycidon departed the
SVR on 14th May, running light engine to
London. Saturday 16th May saw Alycidon
work a tour from London Victoria back
to the SVR as part of the railway’s 50th
anniversary celebrations hauling the VSOE
stock.

55019 and D9009 line up together at Shildon on 24th October 2015. Photo: Darrell Marsh

Gas Turbine (1)
18 000
TOTAL NUMBER 574
Classes that have not yet
visited: 01, 12, 15, 41, 59,
76, 90, 91, 92
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DELTIC PRESERVATION SOCIETY UPDATE continued...
Locomotive Trust’s “White Rose” tour to
York on the 7th.

turned out to be a very good weekend for
all involved.

The next rail tour would be a King’s
Cross to Carlisle trip operated by UK
Railtours with D9009 coming on and off
at Doncaster on Saturday 3rd October.
The day would see both of the Society’s
operational Deltics running as this was also
the SVR diesel gala. After a fault free day
the loco returned to York on the Sunday
morning.

During the following week D9009 and
55019 headed back south to York where
No. 19 was dropped off for display in the
museum while No. 9 continued to RVEL in
Derby for a planned repaint into BR blue
with headcodes and D9009 numbers as
per 1968. 55002 remained at Shildon for
a repaint of her own, back into 1962 two
tone green.

Sunday 4th October also saw 55019
return to Barrow Hill as part of a main line
proving run for D1015 Western Champion.
After a short stay she was collected and
taken north to Shildon in the company
of D9009 and 55002 to take part in
the event to celebrate 60 years of the
Prototype over the weekend of 24th/
25th October. On the Saturday D9009
and 55002 were used on the
demonstration line and on the Sunday
55019 was used along with 55002. This

The repaint was completed just before
Christmas but the loco remained at Derby
until February this year before returning
to York for unveiling to members at the
AGM on 5th March. This also got the
loco in position for the first tour of 2016
following some maintenance and exams.
The tour will be Derby to Tweedbank with
Alycidon coming on and off at York. Such
was the demand for seats on this tour that
Pathfinder Tours have already planned a
re-run for 18th June.

D9009 on familiar territory at Doncaster on 7th July
2015 working the White Rose from Kings Cross to York.
Photo: Darrell Marsh

Meanwhile 55019 has been receiving
attention to the blower problem that
surfaced at the SVR. This was found to be
a piece of carbon in the air intake. This has
been stripped and cleaned. The opportunity
is also being taken to do the same to the
other air intake and blower along with a B
exam prior to her fulfilling commitments
this summer.

will be some more Footplate Experience
Days at the SVR in May after which she
will return to Barrow Hill. At the time
of writing the only other event booked
for 55019 is a diesel gala at the Epping
& Ongar Railway in September. This will
enable our volunteers to spend more time
pushing D9015 Tulyar towards completion.
Work has continued behind the scenes on
D9015 Tulyar with the engine room lighting
now complete and working, the cleaning
and painting underneath is complete,
No.1 nose end is being rebuilt and the
bogies are starting to be rebuilt with most
components now overhauled and returned.

Thanks to the NRM and the KOYLI Group
the first workings for Royal Highland Fusilier

D9009 giving brake van rides at Shildon on 24th October 2015.
Photo: Darrell Marsh

Plans are in place to reorganise the
museum area of the depot. We are planning
on moving this into the annex that holds
our spare power units once we have
moved them into the depot.
Darrell Marsh
D9009 at Kingswear on 4th July 2015.
Photo: Darrell Marsh
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Dave Darwin Remembers...

Photo: Dave Darwin

Spot Hire in BR Days

In British Railways days the
National Coal Board (NCB) and
BR worked in close conjunction
to keep the flow of coal moving.

The NCB drivers liked having an 08 around
and they were soon unofficially trained to
handle one but still accompanied by the BR
driver. The 08 was capable of moving many
more wagons at a time than the care-worn
industrial locos (Hudswells, Sentinels, etc)
and ex-railway locos (usually Class 04s)
they owned themselves. It meant the job
got done quicker and there was more
canteen time for the men!

If a colliery shunting loco broke down
and there wasn’t a spare loco in working
order, a telephone call would be made to
BR Divisional Headquarters at Doncaster
who would soon produce a loco from
Doncaster Carr (usually a Class 08) with a
driver to keep the job going.

By the late 1980s, the collieries that were
left after the strikes had gone over to
loading MGR trains, either by bunker
loading or pad loading using dump trucks,
thus making the shunters surplus to
requirement. However, many have found
new homes on heritage railways all over
the country and abroad.

As a driver at Worksop I worked at
Manton, Dinnington, Thurcroft and Maltby
collieries. The borrowed loco would always
be driven by the BR driver with the NCB
driver acting as conductor.
The loco would be on hire for 24 hours a
day, needing three BR drivers to cover the
three eight hour shifts.

Class 08s at Worksop in the
1970s

The hire could last for just a couple of
days or for a few weeks. I remember being
at Manton for two weeks and saying to
the colliery manager “Do I qualify for
concessionary coal?” “Help yourself,” was
his reply.

Looking through my diaries for the 08s
which I had worked with whilst on hire
to the local collieries, I noticed that seven
other jobs which Worksop depot needed
to cover were also 08 diagrams: Worksop
MGR depot, Worksop up and down shunt,

Photo: Dave Darwin
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Dia T63 (two in tandem Manton-Shireoaks),
Dia T62 (two in tandem ThurcroftDinnington).
During 1975 the fleet to choose from
for these jobs consisted of 08238, 08537,
08022, 08015, 08889, 08869 and 08429.
Worksop had no fuel facility so a trip to
Shirebrook by the depot ferry crew was
needed; a duty not very popular with the
crews. Fifteen miles at 15mph (if you were
lucky) meant a one hour journey time.
These journeys were dependent on traffic
conditions; MGR trains were very frequent
at this time.

It was also for safety reasons: in the days
of loose coupled wagons, shunting with the
windows facing the wagons could cause
any unstable load to be fired through the
windows, possibly causing injury to driving
staff. If the loco was the wrong way round it
could be turned on the Shireoaks triangle.
The two locos were usually paired together
nose to nose, visibility being the main
reason.
The 08s could also be used on weekend
ballast trains, especially on a re-laying
job with a track layer that was not selfpropelled. The 08 was a popular loco for
this job but a great deal of concentration
was needed by the driver stopping just right
with a suspended sixty foot rail panel!

If one of the class needed a service exam
it could possibly be changed over with
another from the fleet, depending on
whether it was the correct way round, ie
facing the same way as the out-of-service
loco. At Worksop in the yards this was
always done with the nose to the wagons
for ease of driving/handling. (Have you
ever tried driving an 08 for eight hours the
wrong way round!)

Locos on hire with driver to the NCB:
Jan 1978: 08197 at Manton.
April 1978: 08114 at Thurcroft
Oct 1978: 08024 at Manton
MAY 1979: 08263 at Manton
JAN 1980: 08607 at Maltby
APRIL 1980: 08263 at Manton
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New Traction

drivers did take to diesel power like ducks
to water and became driver instructors.
They were very good at getting their new
found knowledge over to the men of less
ability. For the princely sum of about 8p a
day extra these men did the job of training
to help the struggling ones to improve their
understanding of the new traction. Likewise
the fitters became well respected at their
job of keeping the diesel fleet running. I
never heard a fitter saying “Bring back the
steamers” unlike a few of the older loco men.

Many words have been written about loco
men and the change over from steam
locomotives to diesel traction. But the
unsung heroes were the fitting staff who, like
the drivers, were completely new to this new
type of locomotive.
The loco fitting staff at Barrow Hill were
brought up with steam power. 18D locos
(later 41E) had a very good reputation as
being “good-uns”, well maintained both
mechanically and in the steam raising
department, ie the boiler.

With the coming of the diesels Barrow
Hill carried on the good tradition of wellmaintained and serviced locos. When Barrow
Hill closed as a diesel depot most of the
fitters transferred to the new depot at Tinsley
and carried on the tradition of keeping the
diesels running. Some of these men gained
promotion to managerial posts and were well
respected staff.

Locos from most parts of the system would
visit Barrow Hill, working in with returning
empty wagons for the collieries, now sadly all
gone. Likewise Barrow Hill locos would find
themselves well away from their home depot.
Bristol, Birmingham, Liverpool, London,
Leeds and Carlisle would all see 41E engines
working away with the black diamonds (coal).

Diary Memories

Like the drivers, the fitters went on training
courses to learn how to look after the new
traction and how to service and rectify
faults should the need arise. However, unlike
most drivers, fitters by their trade were
mechanically minded, some owning motor
cars which gave them some inside knowledge
of the internal combustion engine. Drivers
on the other hand found it difficult to
understand the complexity of the new-fangled
diesels. Most got around by bike so their new
locos were their only connection with all this
modern technology. They had had a lifetime
of steam, 30 or 40 years or more, where a
clout with the back of a coal hammer usually
rectified a problem whereas a diesel loco
required a little bit more finesse.
The old guys did their best adapting to
diesels, doing what they were taught but not
really knowing why. Some of the younger
20

From my school days I have always kept a diary.
So it followed that when I started work this
practice carried on. Little did I realise that 60
odd years later I would be referring to them. It
had never entered my head to throw them away.

every day of the week. Much swapping of turns
took place to suit appointments, social life etc.
so much consultation of the diary took place
between the men. Of course it wasn’t all that
simple: a driver could only swap turns with
another if they both had the same traction and
route knowledge for the roster clerk to check
beforehand and then sanction the change.
I have always kept a record of the turns I
worked, time off, loco numbers and mate
on the day, or any unexpected events whilst
out and about. A diary could save you a lot
of bother especially if you got a letter from
the management: “Let me have a report and
explanation of the above incident.” Looking in
your diary you might find you were nowhere
near the said incident or even on the loco and
on some occasions not even on duty. Not guilty,
wrong person were some of the replies, this
would usually be the end of the matter for you
though you may well have heard of it on the
grapevine.

pound and would normally be very close. Loco
men could be on so many different rates of pay
for overtime, etc. or higher grade duties so a
close check would be kept. On a late afternoon
turn a man could be on time and a quarter into
overtime, then time and a half as well as mileage
payments. Wages were a very complex system
and in the early days of my career all were
worked out by a clerk on your time card and
any mistakes could then be seen and rectified.
With computerisation of wages you didn’t know
until you received your wage slip.
The diary played a very important part in a
loco man’s life and was part of his everyday
equipment. Sadly, many just binned the diary at
the end of the year ready for a fresh start on
1st January. Fortunately I have kept all of mine
and a record of my career with BR. The diary is
still an everyday part of my life while at Barrow
Hill, volunteering several days a week, and that
record is up to date, including all locos driven
and shunting the Roundhouse and sidings.

Another most important entry was the wage.
We would reckon our hours up to the nearest
Once a familiar site in colliery shunting yards, locos like this Hudswell have found
a new life at preserved railway centres around the country.
Photo: Dave Darwin

When I first started work I kept my records
in a “Motor Cycling Diary” but then the train
drivers union of which I have always been a
member started selling diaries, later giving them
out free. This still happens today and I get mine
every year even though I am retired. To this
day I still record the day’s happenings as well as
birthdays, appointments, etc.
People today cannot live without their mobile
phones. I am old fashioned and live with my
diary; at least if I drop it, it doesn’t break!
Loco men all kept diaries to keep track of our
rostered times on duty all around the clock
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Steam Locomotive Department Notes
This is a slightly different
column from me for this special
50th edition as the Editor
has asked me to write about
my memories of Barrow Hill
rather than recent events and
developments.

natural vantage point for visitors to use and
a useful divide between the “commercial”
and “heritage” sides of the site.
In the Roundhouse itself we have restored
locos galore and operated dozens more.
The full list was updated in the last
Newsletter and it now stands at an amazing
103 different steam locos on site in a
nineteen year period. Tornado has often
used the Roundhouse for routine work
and servicing and even for intermediate
overhauls and on one momentous occasion
a team of us repainted 60532 Blue Peter to
match the apple green of Tornado. The sight
of those two locos side by side on the coal
roads was really one to savour – and I am a
Midland man!

The problem is where does one begin?
How do you compress nearly twenty years
of spectacular events, many successful
projects and sheer hard graft into just a few
paragraphs?
I first visited the Roundhouse in 1997. I met
Mervyn and the other volunteers and got
involved straight away. The first task was to
rebuild the point immediately outside the
shed doorway. We converted this from a
three way into the present two way point.
I have always been proud of that point –
it is used EVERY single day and in those
early pioneering days we had no tackle or
tools to work with, which makes it an even
greater achievement. Since those early days
the Barrow Hill permanent way team has
grown and developed out of all recognition
and they now have a huge range of plant
and equipment and skilled men to call upon
when a track job needs doing.

We restored Peckett 2000 in the
Roundhouse as our first in-house steam
loco restoration project and she has
performed brilliantly for almost ten years
now. Vulcan was next and Swanscombe is
well on her way, as is 68006. The two CLAG
locos have now moved on to pastures new
and in both cases these are very appropriate
homes. Many National Railway Museum
locos and exhibits have appeared at the
Roundhouse including the old Midland
Dynamometer car, GNR 251, GCR 506
Butler Henderson, the J17, 45200, Compound
1000 and the national treasures 4771
(60800) Green Arrow, 4464 (60022) Mallard
and several diesel and electric locos.

With my background it wasn’t long before
I got involved on the steam and operations
side of things and with event organisation. I
could see the potential of Barrow Hill even
back in 1997 when it was still a derelict
site. The Barrow Hill that visitors see and
enjoy today has grown out of all recognition
in twenty years and the site is now full to
bursting point. There is a clear break on the
site with the old coaling stage forming a

As an aside, in 2013 Mervyn and I organised
the visit of Mallard to Grantham for Henry
Cleary to celebrate 75 years since her
world speed record breaking run down
Stoke Bank. We expected up to 5000 people
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to attend and had 3000 brochures printed.
These had all gone by lunch time on the
Saturday and a staggering 13000 people
came to see her over those two completely
mad days.

due to have the two B1s but one of them
was then suddenly unavailable so we had
to have a quick rethink. Bob Meanley came
to the rescue and let us have all his “Hall”
classes, Dave Owen supplied 7822 from
Llangollen and Chris Beet brought Leander
to pair up with Kolhapur, then right at the
end of her ten year ticket but still based
at Barrow Hill. From the jaws of possible
failure we managed to snatch a victory.

For a Midland/LMS/BR shed it is ironic that
we will probably be best remembered for
our various LNER themed events including
the “Top Shed” gala with ex-King’s Cross
shed master Peter Townsend present and
of course the major “Fab Four” occasion.
It is frustrating that we were SO close
to doing the long awaited A1, A2, A3, A4
line up. I am sure this will happen one day,
somewhere but the A3 was not available for
our event and now of course the A2 is at
Crewe having a major overhaul and there
is currently only one operational A4. By the
time the A3 is back in traffic and then the
A2 and another A4 it will be about time
for Tornado to have her next ten yearly
overhaul! And so it goes on but you never
know, a “window of opportunity” may yet
arise? It was also a huge coup for us to host
ALL SIX of the surviving A4 class locos at
one time or another, including 60008 Dwight
D Eisenhower and 60010 (4489) Dominion of
Canada. Only a handful of places can claim
that honour!

A personal favourite of mine was the GWRthemed event (this may surprise a few but
for atmosphere it was unrivalled). On this
occasion I famously rostered one Pete
Waterman as a fireman (on 5224 I think).
Pete booked on duty, fired all day for Driver
Latham then went home, no fuss, no bother,
and I doubt if most people even realised it
was him.
The “Willesden” event was superb as was
“Rail Power” in 2008: by far and away our
most ambitious event ever. Trains departed
every few minutes for three days hauled by
a Class 52 Western, a Class 55 Deltic or
a Beattie well tank or an L&Y A class or a
GW pannier tank or MET 1 or 78019 – it
was a stunning line up and we told the
history of UK railways from 1805 to the
present day in ONE major event. We even
restored 18000 cosmetically for this event
so we had all the major forms of propulsion
on site for the first time – steam, diesel,
electric and gas turbine. Those people not
attending this one missed a real treat.

Events at Barrow Hill have largely (but not
always) been themed and what we have
created are, I feel, some of THE classic
events of the heritage era. I will let the
visitors and others have the final judgement
here but our events have broken all the
moulds and have been emulated many times
since at other railways. Sometimes we have
had to change themes at very short notice
and on one memorable occasion we were

Then there was the pairing of the B1s for
the first time in the heritage era. It took
me FIVE attempts before this one finally
happened. The fates were definitely against
23
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us for a while but we did it eventually and it
was well worth the wait.

continued...

to steam 41708. This did, however, set the
scene for many future co-operations with
the various photographic charter organisers
which continue to this day. 41708 lived at
Barrow Hill all her working life. She was
tied to the 100 year agreement between
the Midland Railway Company (later LMS
and BR) and the Staveley Coal, Coke & Iron
Company.

Last September’s “LMS Ticket to Ride” gala
used the Roundhouse far more than other
recent events have done and the building
created an entrancing theatrical atmosphere,
proving yet again how the site can be used
in so many different ways as an event venue.
This has also been proven by a series of
highly successful Rail Ale events, vintage
car rallies, music gigs including the amazing
Jools Holland, and countless other occasions
including, in our early days, a few seasons
of Santa trains at Christmas and even some
Christmas “Thomas” events – now largely
forgotten. The problem is that it is just SO
cold in the Roundhouse and on the site in
December!

Apart from 48151 she is the only surviving
Barrow Hill steam locomotive. It is a source
of great frustration to us that we have not
been able to get on and restore this iconic
and integral Barrow Hill loco – perhaps one
day?
I have enjoyed the last nineteen years or
so at Barrow Hill and we can all reflect
with considerable pride on our many and
varied achievements in those years and
especially the wide range of different locos
we have had on site, the safe way we have
consistently operated within the steam
team and the ground breaking events that
we have presented. Things are changing
at Barrow Hill now and it will be very
interesting to see what is in Newsletter
number 100!
Martyn Ashworth

I cannot imagine how many tens of
thousands of photographs have been taken
at our events over the last twenty years
but it must be considerable. Some very rare
and atmospheric shots have been made
possible because of the unique nature of
the Roundhouse itself as a proper working
steam shed and its surroundings in a proper
working environment. It is a great shame
that we have now lost the chimneys from
the Campbell brick works: these were
always a feature of the Barrow Hill scene
and history but alas, no more.

A big thank you goes to our
regular contributors for their
efforts with pen and paper or
keyboard and mouse.

Finally there is the little Midland 1F sat
patiently in the shed awaiting overhaul and
a return to steam. She was our first loco
in steam and she was THE star of all our
early galas. In 1998 we brought in 51218,
44422 and 47298 but we could only afford

We would also like to hear stories from
other contributors. We know there
must be many out there!
Please get in touch with Alexa Stott by post:
Barrow Hill Roundhouse, Campbell Drive, Barrow
Hill, Chesterfield, Derbyshire S43 2PR.
Or email: alexa@alexastott.com
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Top: 03066 sits in the turntable as the sunlight breaks through the roof of the Roundhouse.
Bottom: On the same day a view from the top of the stairs looking down on the Roundhouse.
Photos: Dale Holford

Picture This. . .
A busy weekday at the Roundhouse
showing various commercial
companies in operation.
Photo: Mervyn Allcock

My Memories of Barrow Hill
holes in the fence, have a quick run round,
hopefully without anyone catching you,
and escape even quicker. This was usually
followed by a climb onto a pile of bricks
under one of the shed’s windows to have
a peer inside: if you were lucky you would
see a couple of locos. After this unofficial
visit we would try our hands at going in
the correct way, up the drive, only to be
caught and escorted back down before you
got too far.

Phil Hodgkiss Writes...

My early memories of Barrow
Hill are going down to the shed
with my grandad Wilf “Tiger”
Hodgkiss, usually on a Sunday.
I must have been 7 or 8 years old but
still remember him lifting me onto the
footplate of what to me seemed to be a
rather large locomotive which was stood
just inside the doors.

Top: GBRF/ HNRC Number 2/ 08924 looking splendid on the table.
Bottom: Old meets new. 68016 with a pair of 47s coming up behind it.
Photos: Dale Holford

A good spot to see the trains after our
shed bash was the foot bridge over
the four lines into Staveley Works. The
parapets of this bridge are still standing
today, although hidden amongst the trees.
From here one could see locos going onto
and coming off the shed plus all the main
line movements and the foot bridge was
easily accessed from the main road just
before you go under the railway bridge
heading from Hollingwood. Many happy
hours were spent in this location after

This great machine was in steam and
grandad opened the regulator slightly and
the monster began to move until shouts
from afar made him slam the regulator
shut very quickly. A man came out from
under the loco and started shouting abuse
at my gramps; he was a fitter finishing off
some work he had been allocated. Health
& Safety would have had a great time,
no “Not to be Moved” boards, flags or
anything else to say he was underneath
the loco. The words exchanged between
gramps and the fitter are not printable so I
will leave it up to you to work it out!
Train spotting was my hobby and passed
the time many years ago. After school
several of us would cycle from Inkersall
down to Barrow Hill to do a bit of spotting
and hopefully see something fresh on
shed. The public footpath that used to run
parallel with the shed yard was an ideal
place to get the train numbers, especially
when you could nip through a couple of
All that remains of the foot bridge today.
Photo: Phil Hodgkiss
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a look through the engine room while the
guard checked his train.

school and at weekends when we weren’t
travelling somewhere exotic looking for all
those numbers.

The second man retired to the back cab
and told me to sit in his place up at the
front with Claud. We soon got a green
signal and off we went out onto the main
line. Was I enjoying this? I’ll let you
answer that! Not long after passing
Chesterfield a red signal brought us to
a stop. Claud did his duty and emerged
from the cab after the allotted time and
telephoned the signal man. Virtually
straight away the signal turned to green
and this was when I was put into the
driving seat and told what to do, Claud
being very patient with this teenager and
explaining everything.

Another trip to Barrow Hill I remember
well was again on a Sunday but by now
I was well into my teens. We lived in
Inkersall at the time and a few doors down
from us was a man who was a driver at
the shed and good friends with my parents.
His name was Claud Briggs. On the
Saturday before he had asked if I would like
to go with him on a job from Barrow Hill.
You bet, yes please! That Sunday could not
come quick enough but it did eventually.
I don’t know how we got to Barrow Hill
but I can remember Claud signing on and
reading his notices, collecting his mate and
the three of us walking round to the Up
Sidings to see a Brush Type 2 at the head of
a long rake of 16 ton coal wagons waiting
for us. The loco number was D5822 and
looked excellent to me. I was going to
ride on this all the way to Toton yards. The
Brush was already running as it had just
come down from Seymour Junction. Claud
and his mate did their checks of brakes and

Goodness, I was driving a real train, pulling
real wagons on a real railway. It wasn’t
long before yet another red signal came
into view and this was when Claud took
over the controls, which was probably as
well because I was a shaking wreck: I had
actually sat there and driven a train! I was
thrilled as you can probably guess and that
short drive will always stay with me.

The Cowans Sheldon recovery train that
spent many, many hours at Barrow Hill.
Photo: Bob Willis

Once at Toton the loaded wagons were
disposed of and a rake of empties was
were picked up for the return journey. On
arrival at Barrow Hill we left the train in
the Down Yard for another set of men to
take forward to Seymour. The short walk
to the shed left me full of awe looking back
at the train I had just got down from.

Everything was going to plan until we
emerged from Milford tunnel. At first I
thought it was ballast dust blowing around
as the track had recently been re-laid but
it was smoke from the axle box again.
The straight air brake was given the quick
application sign and the driver stopped at
the next signal where I jumped out of the
cab with the extinguisher and attempted to
put the fire out without much success.

More memories. I am now in full time
employment for British Rail at Tinsley
Traction Depot and this particular day a
call came over the shed’s tannoy for me to
go to the shift foreman’s office. On arriving
I was asked if I would go out the following
day to Barrow Hill as a breakdown crane
from Thornaby had tripped the hot axle
box detectors near Beighton and the
authorities would not let it go any further
than the Up Sidings at Barrow Hill unless a
fitter was present. Never one to refuse a
trip out I said yes.

The driver followed with the other
extinguisher and eventually the smoke
died down enough for me to open the
box front. It was not a pretty sight and was
still smouldering. The driver had by now
been on the signal telephone and was told
to travel forward slowly to St. Mary’s Yard
where a C&W examiner would come out
to us.
On arrival at St. Mary’s, the C&W examiner
told us to proceed into Derby very slowly.
Finally we made it to the Works, where
the crane was disposed of while the 25
went onto depot for fuel and two new fire
extinguishers. The driver and I walked over
to the station for a passenger train back
to Chesterfield. The Barrow Hill mini bus
picked us up from the station for return
to the shed. A few days later I received a
letter from the crane department at Derby
thanking me for all my efforts. I didn’t mind
as I had been for a day out from Barrow Hill
and got paid for the privilege.

The following day I made my way to
Barrow Hill and reported to the foreman
there to let him know who I was and what
I was doing. He already knew about the
crane and told me to make my way over
to it in the Up Sidings, which I did. A Class
25 had replaced the original hauling loco
as it was needed elsewhere. Introductions
to the driver who was already waiting for
me were made then I did a quick check
around the crane before we set out for
Derby Works. The crane, ADRC95222, was
heading there for conversion from steam
to diesel operation.

These days I walk round to the main line
connection on a regular basis to let locos
in and out of the depot as part of my job
with HNRC and often think about that
ride on the Brush 2 and the trip to Derby
with the Thornaby crane.

I had decided to ride in the back cab so
I could keep a close eye on the offending
wheel set. It had been agreed with the
driver that if there were any problems I
should make a quick brake application using
the straight air brake (loco only).
30

Phil Hodgkiss
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As a youngster he used to take me to the
shed on a Sunday afternoon when things
were a little quieter to show me round the
locomotives standing silent in the gloomy,
cold smoky shed.

Rob Smith Writes...

I remember Barrow Hill as a
major employer in the time when
collieries and iron works were the
major industries and the railway
played a big part bringing materials
in and finished products out as well
as supplying power stations with
coal.

My everlasting memory of these visits was
the flickering gas flame adjacent to the
stores window.
Apparently this was for the loco men to
light the loco lamps but found more use
for the old pipe smoking drivers to light
up their smelly pipes and the firemen their
Woodbines or Park Drive cigarettes.

My father was a guard based at Barrow Hill
and I had three uncles, all brothers, Ralph,
Dennis and Eric O’Gorman there too.
Ralph worked for the outdoor machinery
department (OMD), Eric was a guard like
my father and Dennis had been a fireman
but lost an arm in an accident at work. He
was found a job as a store keeper with his
hand/arm replaced with a hook.

I shall never forget those atmospheric
visits.
Rob Smith
Direct Tyres, Staveley

When the shed became a diesel depot and paraffin lamps became obsolete, the gas flame for lighting the
lamps which was to the left of the stores serving window was covered over by the notice board.
Photo: Dave Darwin
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in February 1977 whilst 56025 and 56026
were stored awaiting attention. Sadly the time
of my arrival was in the late afternoon and
my then camera kit was unable to capture
the ambience of the interior where the
locomotives were stored.

Fred Kerr Writes...

My first visit to Barrow Hill
Roundhouse was made in May 1977
and resulted from a visit to Sheffield
in August 1976 when I was tasked
with photographing the latest class
of diesel locomotive then being
introduced to service by British
Railways - the Class 56.
Interest in the class had been generated by
the fact that the locomotive components had
been built by Brush Traction at Loughborough,
exported to Romania for assembly as part of
a technology transfer then imported for use
on oil and coal trains. The first examples had
arrived in August 1977 and the race was on
for magazines to get the first published image
of the new locomotives. I was then involved
with the Diesel & Electric Preservation Group
and was successful in getting a photograph,
despite being refused permission to visit the
depot, and having it published in the D&EPG
group magazine Inter-City Express before any
of the national magazines.
The assembly process had not been
successful, especially with the electrical
wiring, and the 30 locomotives needed
major re-working before being accepted by
BR. Immediately on arrival class members
had been placed in store to await the
re-working. When I visited York on 30th
April 1977 to photograph A4 Class 4-6-2
4498/60007 Sir Nigel Gresley on its move
of base from Philadelphia to Carnforth I
elected to return to my then home in Corby,
Northamptonshire, via the depots where the
class members were reported to be stored.
One of these centres was Barrow Hill and
when I arrived I found four class members
on site; 56006 and 56010 had been reworked and accepted into service with BR

Moving forward to 1997 found me with
better photography equipment, more
experience and a frequent attendee at
photography charters – especially those
organised by Russ Hillier from his base in the
East Midlands and his partner Geoff Silcock
based in London.
Geoff had appreciated the ambience of the
Barrow Hill that Mervyn Allcock had been
able to create in the 12 months since the
site had been purchased by the local council
and, realising that a shed needs locomotives,
proposed a photo charter that could support
an Open Day event. Once agreement had
been made it was then a case of contacting
photographers and hoping for the best. The
appeal proved successful and on 19th July
1998 a group of 50 photographers assembled
at the Roundhouse – and I was one who
returned to sample the ambience I had first
sensed in 1978.
What of the day? I turn to the 100
transparencies from the day and note that
Geoff and Mervyn had assembled four
locomotives for the event: long-term resident
Johnson 1F 0-6-0T 41708 now returned
home; Fowler 4F 0-6-0 4422 in the guise of
once resident 44482; Fowler “Jinty” 3F 0-6-0T
47298 in the guise of once resident 47630
and L&Y 0F0-4-0ST 51218. 41708 was the
“star” of the show as it posed in various
locations during the day including the yard
and the branch – then simply a head shunt –
before joining the others for a night session
under the Roundhouse roof.
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I think I had drafted Norman Burrows in
as driver for the day. 47298 is visible in the
corner of the Roundhouse behind 41708
in this shot. This was very poignant event
as it saw the culmination of phase one
which had allowed the Roundhouse to
“open for business” and the beginning of
the quantum leap to where we are today.

The bottom end of the yard in November 1997
looking out of the Roundhouse.

The evening scene from the
first charter run by Russ Hillier.
Photo: Fred Kerr

The group was also an early
sampler of the catering
arrangements and Mervyn’s
willingness to share his mother’s
“home cooking” has proved an
attraction in its own right ever
since; perhaps it is time to award
her a long-service medal for
“catering services to enthusiasts”!

Martyn Ashworth Writes...

The palisade fencing had been erected but a lot
of rail materials had been stolen from here and
from the main line spur. It is hard to imagine
the place once looked like this when you look
at the present day layout at Barrow Hill.
The top end of the yard in 1997

As I look back over the many
visits since I feel that the 50
photographers – whose names
were later inscribed on a plaque
– planted a seed and have noted
how well the team at Barrow
Hill have nurtured it and seen it
develop into the thriving plant that
it has now become. As the site
progresses I feel a sense of pride
that I was involved in that first
charter and helped plant that first
seed – and congratulate the team
at Barrow Hill on their continued
success.
Fred Kerr

The first job I ever did at the Roundhouse
was to oversee the rebuilding of this point.
We converted a three way in to a two
way and truncated the middle road at a
stop block, as it remains to this day. We
only had the most basic of hand tools at
our disposal then but we did it. Having
said that we were all a lot younger (and
slimmer) back then!

We were just finishing off the conversion of the three
way into a two way point in this shot with Steve Rodd
and Don Cambridge working away in the freezing fog.

It also saw the 1F in steam at its old
shed again and for the first time in the
preservation era. 41708 is part of the very
fabric of Barrow Hill having been one of
the locos based there subject to the 100
year agreement between the old Midland
Railway Company and the Staveley Iron,
Coal & Coke Company.

We were getting ready for our first ever
open day which featured locos 41708,
44422, 51218 and 47298. We were so
short of funds back then we could only
afford to steam the 1F – all the other
locos were steam-able and in ticket but we
had no budget to use them. These were
truly pioneering days!

The top end of the yard in 1997
looking towards the Roundhouse.

Our first ever open day gets underway in 1998.
Midland 1F loco 41708 is sat quietly on the
turntable while Graham Mimms, chairman of the
41708 Locomotive Trust, gives his speech.
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Midland 1F loco 41708 at the bottom end of the
yard in 1998 whilst on a steam test
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This was before the Springwell branch and
the platform opened of course but we did
use the head shunt and then the main line
spur instead. I always enjoyed taking trains
across the road bridge if only to watch
the reaction of the car drivers in the road
below!
Something we all now take for granted – Roundhouse
Halt when it was brand new (even the name boards had
not been unveiled). FR 20, Britain’s oldest working steam
locomotive of 1863, came in to perform the honours
and officially open the new station for us. It is hard to
imagine now that in the early 1960s rows of redundant
steam locos were parked here awaiting the cutters torch.

By 2000 we were advertising 3 plus 5
locos on site and our open days were
starting to become hugely popular as this
view shows of 41708 and GWR 0-4-2
tank loco number 1420 on our brake van
specials.

Here is Thomas approaching Roundhouse Halt with
his train, the old Campbell brickworks chimneys in
the background.

One of my proudest moments is captured here
with the legendary Peter Townsend and myself
alongside NRM-owned 60800 (4771) Green
Arrow. Peter was the last Shed Master at
London King’s Cross shed and he has visited the
Roundhouse many times.

Today we have seven NRM locomotives
on display at the Roundhouse and we have
been honoured to host the biggest star of
them all - Mallard - on two occasions.

Toby the Tram Engine” shunts the “Troublesome
Trucks” in the yard as various large main line diesel
and electric locomotives look on despairingly.

By 2001 we had moved up another gear and
we had the mighty 9F 92203 - owned by
David Shepherd - plus a supporting cast of
B12 61572,Y7 68088, J94 68005, 1F 41708
and Eugene Wheelwright’s little Peckett loco
Whitehead. Eugene and Marnie were good
friends to Barrow Hill and they came to many
of our early events with their loco. The Y7 also
made several visits. chiefly because Alan and I
had carried out a full ten yearly overhaul on
her at Ruddington and this was pay back. This
little loco now lives on the North Norfolk
Railway along with 92203 and 61572.

By 2000 we had 45593 Kolhapur on site
and seeing out the last year or so of her
boiler certificate.

From 2001 onwards for a few seasons we
experimented with a series of “Thomas the
Tank Engine” events at Christmas. I always felt
that Thomas really ought to meet Santa and the
kids loved it but the sub zero temperatures in
the Roundhouse in December proved to be
too much like the North Pole and after I think
three years we decided to stop doing them.

This view shows 45593 on the long pit outside – if
memory serves correctly I think she may well have
just become the first steam loco to go on to this pit
road since steam ended at Barrow Hill in 1965. The
view is taken from the footplate of another loco
but I cannot now remember which one.
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Despite Barrow Hill being a Midland shed
we have hosted many LNER themed
events here over recent years, all of which
have been hugely popular and successful,
even if the A1, A2, A3, A4 combination still
eludes us!
Once a Midland man, always a Midland man.
Here driver Graham Mimms smiles from ear to
ear as he takes charge of Ivatt tank loco 41312 at
Roundhouse Halt. She is double heading with the
1F and lurking in the bay is GWR imposter 813 on
a freight train. This very fine little loco has just reentered service on the Mid Hants Railway.

Since 1999 we have enjoyed an extremely
good working relationship with the National
Railway Museum (NRM). Our first NRM
exhibit was the “Crab” loco number
(4)2700. Many loan locos have followed,
including the J52 68846 and GNR 1247.
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Here V2 60800 waits in the main platform while B1
61264 masquerading as sister loco 61238 Leslie
Runciman enters the bay platform at Roundhouse Halt.

From the Archives
As previously reported, a
considerable amount of work
has been carried out by the
Archive team in the past year
and it looks as though this year
will be just as busy as we are
still receiving items from various
people to be included in our
collection of artefacts.

For example, the Derbyshire Museums &
Heritage Forum has recently run a course
on “Collections Care & Environmental
Monitoring” which was attended by
a member of the Archive team and a
member of the BHESS board. As you will
gather, there is much more to being a
museum than putting a few old items in a
display case!

We are always on the lookout for new
material, especially if it is applicable to the
Roundhouse or surrounding area. If you
have any items you would like to donate,
please make contact with a member of the
Archive team who would be pleased to
look at the material and decide if it can be
incorporated into our collection.

The Barrow Hill website has a section
dedicated to the Archives and details of
the collection list, photographs, buildings,
fittings, etc. are available for all to see.

The Archive section is updated on a regular
basis, giving a detailed view of the history
of not only the Roundhouse but also the
people who worked on this unique site.
When we have an open day, the team try
to add interest by putting on a display
relevant to the event in the entrance and
the Archive room and are available to talk
to visitors.
Ray Temple, on behalf of the Barrow Hill
Archive Team

The Barrow Hill pub sign now hangs outside the Cafe in the Roundhouse. Photo: Brian Wragg

When we are offered items we prefer
them to be gifted to us rather than loaned
as it cuts down on the administration!
When an item is loaned, the period of the
loan is agreed and once that loan time has
elapsed we have to contact the owner and
ask if they require the item to be returned
or extend the loan period.

The archive room.
Photo: Don Cambridge

the HLF bid and will result in us being able
to display more of the items hidden from
view.
Talking of items hidden from view, a recent
rare visit into the loft area above the shop
resulted in the discovery of a suitcase
containing a number of railway-related
documents and photographs which are
now being analysed for possible inclusion
in our collection.

What does the future hold? Storage
and display space for the many items we
have is now becoming a problem as we
have to provide storage under controlled
conditions. This involves temperature and
moisture control as well as checks every
two weeks for spiders and other insects
that try to take up residence in the archive
area using special traps to capture the
unwanted visitors.

Members of the Archive team regularly
attend courses to help them keep up-todate with the requirements of the various
organisations who control the way we
work as a registered museum.

Plans for the new entrance, café, shop and
archive area have been prepared as part of
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I Married A Loco Man
It is now over fifty years since
I married my husband. At
the time he was a steam loco
fireman at Barrow Hill.

mashing can. “See you when I see you,”
and that was that!

finish but on the freight turns it could be
six or twelve hours, nothing changed.

Once he retired I thought that was it, no
more railway talk. But, no, how wrong I
was! A work mate of his and a member
of Barrow Hill said to him, now you have
retired you can come down to Barrow Hill
and help us at the shed.

In the 1990s he did some driver
instruction on locos and routes, he loved
passing on his knowledge.

It was a lonely life, no mobile telephones
in those days and hardly anyone had a
land line telephone. I used to worry; he
would be away for up to twelve hours at
a time on some turns. “Don’t worry,” he
would say, “if anything goes wrong they
will soon let you know.” “They” being BR
management.

We met by accident in my home village at
Whitwell one evening when he was out
on his motor cycle with some of his mates
from his village at Eckington.
I worked for the Steetley Company as a
receptionist and steam locos were always
coming in and out of the Works to pick
up wagons (con flats containing Dolfrit
“A”, used in the manufacture of steel). I
started to notice the firemen (and thought
they looked very dirty!) but I never saw my
new boyfriend. Apparently the Barrow Hill
locos didn’t come to the Works. But they
did come to Creswell, the next village. My
brother went to Markham school next to
the railway line (the Clowne branch). He
came home from school one day and said
“I’ve seen your boyfriend on a steam loco
pushing another train” (apparently known
as the Creswell Banker).

So he’s back where he started, still
enjoying being involved and doing his bit.
He will not change and I like to keep in
touch with the happenings down at the
shed too. It’s a way of life.
Jenny Darwin

When the diesels came along life became
easier, no dirty overalls to wash to start
with. He was supplied with a uniform and
cleaning tokens to keep it looking smart.
He seemed to come home much quicker
with the coming of the diesels. “We get
there and back quicker now,” he would say.

The shunt for Rampart is held up by a
pheasant on the track. Much to Dave’s
amusement the pheasant wasn’t at all
bothered by us and the noisy engine.
Photo: Dale Holford

But he still worked the same unsociable
hours and shifts. I was for ever telling our
daughter “Shush, your dad’s in bed.”
We moved to Staveley and lived against the
railway at Netherthorpe. He would always
give me a whistle when passing. When he
became a driver he moved to Worksop for
a regular driving position, promotion being
very slow at Barrow Hill. He kept his links
and would visit now and again. Worksop
had its perks too: he would often bring
home a pheasant knocked down on the
tracks. They also had a job to Cleethorpes
and he would bring home fresh fish from
Grimsby. He was very happy at Worksop
and seemed to know what time he would
be home.

After we were married we lived at
Eckington and he was still on the steam
locos. Washing his overalls was a pain even
with the twin tub Hoovermatic. On some
turns he would come home with black
rings around his eyes; Panda Eyes I used to
call him. “Been to Gowhole, many smoky
tunnels on this run and hard work,” he
would say.
I never knew when he was coming home.
He would go to work at all hours with
his sandwiches in an Oxo tin and his tea
and sugar plus a couple of Oxo’s and his

With some of the work on passenger
trains they never knew when they would
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Volunteers’ report
First of all, double hearty
congratulations to Barrow Hill
Roundhouse from the volunteer
force for winning the HLF bid
and for reaching a half century
of Newsletters. May there be
many more!

Given the unexpectedly high visitor
numbers, she was somewhat thrown in
at the deep end! From various reports,
it’s clear that Sandy did a grand job and I
would like to thank her for all her efforts
that day - and apologise for not being
there to help out!
Turning to the success of the HLF bid,
the renovation and extension work on
the Roundhouse will have implications
upon volunteer accessibility to the
Roundhouse at times. It is early days at
the moment and once these issues have
become clearer, we will be contacting
the volunteer community to pass on the
information. As mentioned in the last
Newsletter, the HLF work will also open
up further opportunities for volunteering,
including bringing the heritage of the
site to life with ‘live’ roles as part of
the new interpretation layers - some
costumed and involving guided tours
and demonstrations. It is planned that
volunteers will be offered a range of
training opportunities to support these
roles on site and to develop new skills.
Anyone interested in participating in
these exciting developments is requested
to get in touch with Sandy or me or any
member of the committee; contact details
are shown at the end of my column.

After the hectic time experienced in
the final quarter of 2015, headlined by
the fantastic LMS Gala, the first quarter
of 2016 was expected to be reasonably
quiet in comparison. Many thanks go to
the volunteers who continue to turn out
every weekend and mid-week to enhance
and maintain the Roundhouse, the rolling
stock, the permanent way, the museum
artefacts and our other assets. The
achievements of the weekend team are
reported elsewhere by our master of the
spoken word, singing voice and trumpet,
Mr Don Cambridge, while Mr Ray Temple
provides a similar separate report on
behalf of the Archive Team (but without
the trumpet).
Many thanks also go to the team of
volunteers who turned out for the open
day and Branch Line Society visit on 27th
February 2016. This had been expected
to be a fairly low key event and therefore
a relatively small team of stewards was
assembled. The number of visitors,
however, significantly exceeded our
expectation! Nevertheless, the volunteer
team responded superbly and even took
on some completely new roles to ensure
that the day was a success for the visitors
as well as for the Society.
In my report for the previous Newsletter,
I made reference to welcoming
Sandra Crawley as Assistant Volunteer
Coordinator. I couldn’t make the open
day last month and in my absence, Sandy
carried out the co-ordination role.

I would also like to convey my apologies
to a number of volunteers who have not
yet received the results of the ‘Rule Book’
assessment papers they submitted. Due
to work pressures on other volunteers,
there is a delay in getting the papers
marked, along with a similar impact on
getting the ID cards sorted out. We
will make every effort to resolve these
matters in the coming quarter, although a
lot depends on any additional pressures
the HLF work may present us with.
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The Barrow Hill volunteers take a break in the cafe.
Photo: Mike Hawley

Please don’t let this minor delay put you off
sending in your assessment paper and/or
ID photo if you haven’t already done so!

We have now brought in the generator
van for a new door to be manufactured,
which will keep us busy for a few weeks.

So finally, and once more, many thanks
to all the volunteers at the Roundhouse;
your contribution is invaluable. To
repeat last quarter’s message, if anyone
is interested in joining our friendly team
and becoming a volunteer, or has any
questions about volunteering, or would
like a copy of any of the documents
referred to above, please contact
Sandy or me, preferably via the usual
email address volunteers@barrowhill.
org.uk. Alternatively, pop along to the
Roundhouse on any weekend and have a
word with the volunteers there; they’d be
delighted to hear from you.
Paul Millington

We had a brief sojourn to look at the
turntable to see why it was not driving
well and found that the pivots that the
drive unit uses were totally seized. It
was beyond our equipment to renew the
pivots, which had obviously been seized
ever since we first took occupation of
the Roundhouse. So, as mentioned in
the last Newsletter, our good friends at
Victoria Fabrications were called in and
they sorted it out, new pins with grease
nipples – wow, fantastic job.
Harry is now also receiving some
attention. The loco has been stripped
down and the compressor sent away
for overhaul. The fuel pump and the
injectors were also sent away and have
been returned to await fitting. However,
in turn, they are awaiting the compressor
and the cylinder heads to be fettled
which are being taken off individually to
be de-carboned.

Don Cambridge brings us up-todate with some of the volunteer
activity on site since the last
Newsletter:
Since the last Newsletter the BSO has
been finished and has left the shed. The
arms on the seats were upholstered and
the door locks and brake adjusters sent
away to be overhauled. They were duly
returned and were refitted. The brake
compartment floor was repainted, new
door plates manufactured and fitted, and
of course the windows have received
attention to stop them misting up.

No doubt the next few months will
see lots of jobs cropping to do with
the HLF grant and I’m also in no doubt
the volunteers will be up to the job,
whatever we have to turn our hands to!
Don Cambridge
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money matters
I am told that this is the 50th
edition of our Newsletter, so
this must be the 50th “Money
Matters” column I have written
because I am pleased to say that
I have contributed to them all.

many families enjoying their time with us.
The local marketing of the event and the
publicity via social media obviously worked.
The cafe and shop were exceptionally busy,
and several lines from our toy range sold
out. Donations received were £31.59 for
the Class 03 diesel cab rides and £21.03
from visitors to the signal box.

Congratulations to anyone who has read
them all! It is interesting to look back at
my column in issue 1 from November
1998. My jottings did not quite take up a
full page in those days. Back then, I was
both Treasurer and Membership Secretary,
but thankfully Martyn volunteered to
relieve me of the latter post a couple of
years later as the scale of our project and
the workload increased. Adult membership
18 years ago cost £10 per annum, so I
suppose it has not increased that much.
We were in jubilant mood as we reflected
on our first public gala in July 1998, which
featured four steam locomotives and
attracted roughly 1,400 visitors. I made
an appeal for donations (nothing much
changes!), of “money, paper, envelopes and
unused stamps” as our funds were very
limited then. We buy our own stamps now!

More paying passengers for our train
arrived by rail in the late afternoon, when
the Branch Line Society’s “North Midlands
Tracker” rail tour made a short private
visit. All in all, a very successful day without
the huge costs and worries over visitor
numbers which accompany the larger
events.

Shop! and Café
Following excellent sales at the above
event, I have re-stocked with toys, many of
which had sold out. Recently added to our
shelves are more of the popular Teamsters
High Speed Trains and Steam Trains, a
Transport Sticker & Activity Book, Jet Balls,
Colouring Pencils, Loco Chime whistles,
and several Chuggington models.

Events

holding 13 issues and to supply you with
back issues of our magazine if you have any
missing.

Expenditure and HLF
Spending since the last Newsletter has
been kept deliberately low as we need
to conserve our funds to provide our
contribution to the “Moving Forward”
project, thankfully funded largely by
the Heritage Lottery Fund. Essential
maintenance continues though, and recent
expenditure has included a further £1,500
on repairing the turntable, a similar amount
on Harry, our Drewry diesel shunter, and
more carriage repairs which included £960
on double glazed units.

One thing I have learnt from my
volunteering in the shop is that we should
never be surprised by the purchases made
by the public. In January I had just carefully
put away all of our Christmas cards when
a lady asked if we sold them so I got out a
selection for her to peruse. She bought a
pack of four and explained that the reason
for her purchase was to cheer up a friend
of hers in Swindon who was disappointed
that he had not received a railway card at
Christmas!

Accounts and AGM

The cafe not only provides excellent
food at very reasonable prices; it is
also currently selling tickets for our
forthcoming beer festival and they are
cheaper than they will be on the day.
Why not pay the shop and cafe a visit?
Both are open on Saturdays and Sundays,
and the profits help keep us going.

I will be explaining the latest BHESS
accounts (for the year ended 31st
December 2014) at the AGM on 15th May.
A copy is enclosed for all members.
I hope to see you in May at the AGM, the
beer festival or both,
Nigel Atkinson, ACMA, CGMA, Treasurer

We now have a selection of 1,000 piece
railway jigsaws, a wider range of 1:76 road
vehicles which are the correct scale for
“00” gauge model railways, a new DVD
“The Flying Scotsman – A Full Steam
Ahead Classic” and more of the bestselling
Rothbury greetings cards, including some
new designs.

Back in the present, we held a successful
fund raising event on Saturday 27th
February when we ran a train for visitors
during the day in exchange for a small fee,
as a celebration of the 25th anniversary
(approximately) of British Rail closing the
depot. Over 300 adults paid for train rides,
with children under 16 travelling free of
charge. Barrow Hill residents were charged
half price.Visitor numbers were higher
than expected and it was pleasing to see so

Talking of our fiftieth Newsletter, the
shop staff would be delighted to sell you a
gold embossed, maroon binder capable of
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D2853, 07012 and 03066.
Photo: Dale Holford
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“Alf’s Last Shift”
You can never find a pen at the
signing on point at Barrow Hill but
when I signed off late the other
night, after the photo shoot, there
was a pen by the signing on book
but this was not just any pen – it was
a proper old ink pen with a nib and
l could not help but notice in the
book some lovely italic hand writing:

of enthusiasts huddled in dark corners of the
shed waiting for that master shot as the lights
were moved yet again to provide a better
back lit shot. Members of staff and actors
posed in their BR type uniforms with oil cans
in hand or rosters to read and the cameras
whirred and clicked away.

Driver A Barnes, off duty 11.45pm Thursday
24th Sept 2015. I noticed this because he
had signed right above my name in the book
so I duly signed off at 11.55pm and headed
for the car and home. It had been a long
day and there were four more hard event
days to follow and I needed to get cleaned
up and then get some sleep.

“Yes that’s right,” he said, “we always do now;
it adds that human touch to our shots.” I
am not a photographer but I understood
what he meant, some great cameos are
possible in and around the Roundhouse. “It’s
a real shame we didn’t have any actors here
last night,” he continued.

“I see you’ve brought your own characters
tonight,” I said to Martin, the charter organiser.

I must have looked quite surprised. “But you
did,” I said, “the old chap with the moustache
and the crisp overalls and the grease top hat
with his bag over his shoulder.”

The next day we all signed in and we went
about our duties again and the night shift
went home, having handed everything over
and we briefly discussed the state of all the
locos and what jobs still needed to be done
before the next photo charter got underway.
As usual we had all signed in and it was then
that I remembered the signature in the book
from the previous night. I was so tired that I
hadn’t really think much of it at the time but
I now started wondering who Driver Barnes
was? I did the steam rosters for the event
and I knew all the loco crews by name and
all the owner’s reps on site and I had no one
by that name on any of my rosters.

“He wasn’t with us” replied Martin. “I saw
him but I thought he was one of your
members of staff?”
“Nope, not one of mine” I responded.
“Well I have no idea who he was then but
he never said a word to anyone which we all
thought was a bit odd,” said Martin and off he
went to take some more shots in the gloom.
End of day two and off I went to get some rest
as the night shift lads came back on duty and
we handed over. “See you in the morning,” I
said and off I went, having signed out as usual.
No italic writing in the book tonight I noticed
but the old pen was still there on the desk.
A biro pen had also appeared and everyone
seemed to have used that and not the ink pen
to sign in and out with.

The day went on and the next batch of
photographers arrived on site. We moved
the locos around and posed them for the
photographers and a good time was had
by all. Midland and LMS locos everywhere
and everyone soaking up the Roundhouse
atmosphere, the smells and sounds of the
locos on the shed, the waft of hot food being
cooked in the kitchen for the hungry staff and
participants and the hushed burble of groups

The next day we were in to the gala event
itself and it turned out to be a really busy
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day so we spent that all of that day and
indeed the next two days dashing about
running the event, much to the delight of all
of our visitors. Sunday night came and we
were all shattered but content that we had
run a safe, emotional and highly enjoyable
and popular event. After all, it had been THE
way to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the
closure of our Midland shed to steam.

him without a grease top hat on even after
steam ended here in 1965. And he always
carried his bag over his shoulder on his way
to and from work. He was a very quiet and
pleasant sort of chap.”
Later that week I was back on site again as
the last of the low loader moves was taking
place. Dave called me over. “Sirree, I’ve got
something to show you,” and in his hand
was a copy of that week’s local newspaper.
“Have a look at this,” he said pointing at the
obituaries column.

On Monday morning we were back again
but now the site was empty: no enthusiasts,
no photographers, just a handful of staff
to take down the event and to tidy up and
start splitting and low loading the guest
engines out and then shunting all the diesel
locos back in to the yard. That was it for
another classic Barrow Hill gala. Over lunch
in the mess room I mentioned the pen
by the book and the old fashioned hand
writing. Dave Darwin looked up: “We used
to have a driver here in the old days who
had a pen just like that and who wrote like
that. I’m trying to remember his name. He
retired the day the shed closed”.

“That’s a bit morbid isn’t it Dave!” I said
“Here,” he said, “look what it says. ‘Alfred
Barnes, aged 89 years, passed away peacefully
on September 24th 2015 at the Barrow Hill
nursing home where he had been resident
for the last five years. Mr Barnes was a
professional railwayman all his life. He had
started work for the LMS and later worked
for BR as an engine driver. He retired from
the Chesterfield depot in 1991’.”
“I don’t suppose you happen to know what
time he passed away do you, Dave? There’s a
reason why I am asking.”

“It wouldn’t be A Barnes by any chance
Dave?” I asked.
In typical Dave fashion he replied “Aye, that
was him sirree, a nice chap to work for and
a real gentlemen driver. He loved the Black
5s and the 8Fs, in fact he loved all the old
LMS classes. I didn’t know you knew him?”

“Now who’s being morbid!” said Dave. “But
as a matter of fact I do happen to know
because I saw his lad yesterday. He was the
one who told me about it being in the paper.
He said his old man had died at 11.45 last
Thursday night. The family were all with him
and they commented on how strange it was
to hear the sound of a Stanier hooter coming
from the nearby shed at that time of night”.

“I didn’t, Dave, it was just that that was the
name signed in the book and it seemed like
too much of a coincidence.”
“Well it can’t possibly have been him sirree.
He used to live near me but he’s in a home
now and has been for quite a while. He
must be nearly 90 now.”

Martyn Ashworth
Author’s note:This is, of course, a work of fiction
and I have checked to make sure that the
name of Alf Barnes is not relevant at Barrow
Hill. It is not although there was once a fitter
called Barnes on shed apparently, a long
time ago. There was, however, a man at the
September gala dressed the way I described
who nobody seemed to know...

“As a matter of interest, Dave, what did he
look like?”
Dave thought for a moment and then said
“As I recall he was always very smart. His
overalls were always immaculately clean and
pressed and I don’t remember ever seeing
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The 50 Milepost

In this celebration 50th edition
of the Newsletter Vignoles
takes a look back at the battle
to save the Roundhouse.

The future of our Roundhouse was very
uncertain in the early days of our rescue
plan, since the radical idea of trying to
save an Engine Shed was considered to be
nothing short of madness in some quarters
and we certainly had our sceptics.
Upon close examination of the
Roundhouse roof, it was found to
comprise of asbestos cladding which
would have to be removed by a specialist
contractor at great expense. A coal mining
company wanted to exploit the opencast
coal reserves of the former Springwell

A photograph of the winding mechanism that
operates the turntable. Photo: Vignoles

Colliery next to us. The required
excavations would have killed off most, if
not all of the former depot site, including
the Roundhouse itself. Commercial
developers were then ready to move in,
who already had their own plans to flatten
the Roundhouse and build an industrial
estate on the site.

have paid the postage bill for the Society’s
next newsletter. Perhaps we were indeed
crazy. Someone reminded us that there
were striking similarities to a 1957 Ealing
Comedy film called “Barnacle Bill” starring
Alec Guinness, whose character buys a
derelict seaside pier and persuades his
friends to help him with the restoration!

A rival preservation society wanted to
take out the turntable and install it on
their own railway. A local landowner
wanted to build a golf course over the
north end of the head shunt.

A visit to the Roundhouse in the winter
of 1994 showed that all the aluminium
framing from the roof glazing of the shed
had been stolen, leaving the building
completely open to the elements. There
was a deep covering of snow inside the
building, which covered the turntable and
the surrounding tracks. Several lengths
of rails from the tracks in the yard and
a complete buffer stop had disappeared,
obviously stolen by thieves and sold for
scrap. The broken glass from the windows
that had been smashed by vandals were
crunched underfoot. There was a miniature
forest of silver birch trees growing on
the coaling stage incline. The burnt-out
wreckage of a dumped car completed the
depressing scene. How could we ever turn
all this around, with our meagre resources
and then create a railway preservation
centre to be proud of?

So, not to be despondent, we moved into
fundraising mode. A donation collection at
our first public meeting managed to scrape
together £31.15p which would not even

the stolen glazing bars, the roof guttering
was rotten and leaked in places. The
diesel fuel storage tanks were a potential
source of pollution from the sludge they
contained. The nearby brickworks had a
large propane gas tank which was very
close to our boundary and deemed to be
a fire hazard, so it might need relocating
at our expense. Some of the external
brickwork around the Roundhouse was
damaged, caused by the roots of vegetation
growth. The locomotive water storage tank
was examined and the steel bracing rods
inside would require replacing.
All the toilets in the mess room had been
vandalised and needed renewing. The
water drainage culvert directly under the
Roundhouse was blocked with sludge and
rubbish. There were safety liability issues
with the bridge on our main line link being
over a public highway. Railtrack pointed
out that the turnout at the junction of the
main line had a cast manganese crossing
and this would have to be ultrasonically
tested every six months, at our expense
of course. All of these issues had to be
tackled by the Society volunteers, but there
was only a very restricted budget to pay
for the necessary tools and materials.

We conducted condition surveys of the
site, then produced reports and cost
estimates for official scrutiny. The list of
“to do” jobs seemed to be endless. The
asbestos sheeting in the roof was bad news
early on. Then the roof steelwork needed
strengthening and, apart from replacing all

Photo: Vignoles
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A Steering Committee was established
and the first “Founding Fathers” were:
Brian Flynn (Chairman), Mervyn Allcock
(Secretary), Nigel Atkinson (Treasurer),
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Martyn Brailsford (Membership Secretary),
Martin Allen (Technical Advisor), Michael
Jackson (Architectural & Planning
Adviser, later Chairman), Don Cambridge
(Volunteer Co-ordinator), Steve Rodd
(Workshop Foreman) and Ian Parish
(Trackwork Foreman). By dint of endless
hard work we turned things around, the
first move being to get the site protected
by being “Listed” with English Heritage as
a Grade 2 structure and this was achieved
in February 1991. We produced a Mission
Statement, which included a glowing
report by a professional (ex-NRM) railway
heritage consultant. After many meetings
in the Town Hall, we got Chesterfield
Borough Council on our side.

continued...

of the Roundhouse site) at a railway
national awards ceremony and dinner in
London: they were being dilatory about
signing the takeover contract and thus we
risked losing all the future funding from
grants, which were time sensitive. We
called in the “big guns” and the Heritage
Railway Association, together with the
Transport Trust were now backing us. The
Office of the Rail Regulator and English
Heritage heard about our plight and they
took supporting action too. The railway
preservation magazines rallied around and
gave us front page coverage.
Thanks to Mervyn’s “magic touch”, grants
were obtained and funds raised to cover all
the repair costs.
We first welcomed the public at the
opening ceremony in July 1998. In our first

We were unafraid to publically shame
and embarrass Railtrack (the then owners

A photograph showing the damage to the roof of the Roundhouse. Photo: Vignoles

The shear legs in the Roundhouse
during the clear up.
Photo: Vignoles

operational year, we had more than 8,000
public visitors. Many locomotive owners,
such as the Deltic Preservation Society
and the AC Locomotive Group now call
Barrow Hill “home”. Commercial railway
contractors like Harry Needle Railroad
Co. have their permanent base at Barrow
Hill. The National Railway Museum trusts
us to house examples from their priceless
collection of locomotives and carriages.

steadfast volunteers, loyal supporters and
the backing of Chesterfield Borough Council.
Without doubt, national railway preservation
would have been all the poorer had we
shirked our obligations. It was simply not an
option for us to meekly step aside and allow
the bulldozers to rumble into Barrow Hill
to flatten the last operational Roundhouse
engine shed in Britain.
Vignoles

We regularly welcome prestigious rail
charters like the Venice-Simplon Orient
Express to use our servicing facilities.
Lucrative events like model railway
exhibitions, beer festivals and music
concerts also swell our coffers. Today, the
site gives paid employment to 55 people.

Editor’s Note:We have been advised of a
couple of corrections to the last Vignoles
number 40. Decoy is South of Doncaster
and not North. Also the signal boxes and
sidings were named as such before the
Second World War. When the railway came
to the area it had to cut through a wood
known as Decoy Plantation next to Potteric
Carr which abounded with wildlife.To attract
wild ducks for shooting decoy ducks were
placed on the water. Decoy Sidings today
are much reduced in size but still play an
important part in rail operations in the
Doncaster area.

In the end, we won our struggle over
adversity, because we knew that right should
prevail and we had the courage and unfailing
determination to see it through. None of this
would have been possible without unstinting
help from our hardworking committee,
50
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And Finally . . .

Top: 20118 on a frosty day. Bottom: 37421, 37324 and 37609. Photos: Dale Holford
I recently acquired this photograph taken at
Barrow Hill - it is un dated and has no copyright
on it. Does anyone know when it was taken and
what was going on? The location is behind the
coal stage where the lines now serve the HNRC
depot on site. The locomotive - Ivatt tank number
41245 is clean and carrying the express headlamp
code - is that a Directors Inspection saloon
carriage behind the loco? If so, was this an official
visit of some sort? It looks very 1960s with the
electrification stickers on the front of the tanks.
Does anyone recognise the driver or the guard(s)?
Martyn Ashworth

From the Editor
I would like to express my sincere thanks
to everyone who has contributed to this
very special 50th Newsletter. And how
fantastic that we could also announce the
wonderful news of our HLF award at the
same time. So this Newsletter is a true
celebration – of what has been and what
is to come! Thank you.

Crane operations at Barrow Hill.
Photo: Dale Holford
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Another photograph taken during the ART DK photography evening on 25th February.
Photo: Nick Wheat

